Abstract. Automated factories have become complicated and need higher flexibility to satisfy various requirements today. In this environment, many concepts of autonomous & distributed production systems have been proposed for a dynamic production management recently. In this paper, the preparative operations are discussed, that is focused on the decision of production process order with consideration of set-up time, and a dynamic production management architecture considering such preparative operations is proposed. First, the decision rule of the processing order by using production process information and real-time production system information is introduced. Then, we also pay attention to the combination and timing of processing sequences on both machining cells and parts in order to propose the timing rule and the set-up time rule referring to the real status of that are applied to be dynamic scheduling. Finally, real-time production-scheduling system using the proposed rules is developed, applied to a case study, and it is shown that the proposed system has the feasibility of the flexible correspondence against the disturbance.
Introduction
It is required for the production system to recognize a variety of turbulences, to make the action plan, and to modify the production plan promptly. It is difficult from both cost and time viewpoint to manage the whole system intensively in today's enlarged and complicated production systems. Therefore, the concept of autonomous & distributed production systems has been proposed in recent years. Numerous intelligent and autonomous production systems, which are focused on product facilities and constructed intelligent system using network structure, have been proposed so far. By using the network system, each production facility can understand production status and can respond to the status. These methods are suitable to adopt an automated lot production factory [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, most of such production systems work under the assumption that the production process in the factory is restricted to the result of process planning done beforehand while the distributed production system composed of some/many autonomous flexible machine cells does not need to fix the process beforehand. We think that higher flexibility can be realized with some degree of freedom in the order of production process. Integrated architecture that unites the process planning and production scheduling system is needed there. On the other hand, in the lot production system, the production lot size is an important factor for productivity. A size is becoming smaller in recent years because a small lot size production is suitable in order to reduce the work-in-process inventory and to realize the higher flexibility. However, a small lot size has the disadvantage that the total set-up time is increased, and reducing set-up time is an important issue for introducing the small lot size. To solve this problem, in the process-planning phase, a lot based on group technology are widely introduced with the aim of reducing set-up time. However on production phase contains with various disturbances, it is still remained problem. In this paper, a dynamic production management architecture considering preparative operations is proposed. We paid attention to two kinds of the preparative operations, that is focused on the decision of production process order and consideration of set-up time.
Dynamic decision method of processing order
The discrete production processes are usually expressed by arrow diagram. Generally, the only one optimum process that is not contradicted to arrow diagram is decided in the process-planning phase, and the master production schedule is constructed by using the decided process. However, the appropriate processing order may be possible depending on the real-time situation of the production system such as delay of one of a process or trouble of a machining cell. So, we assume that dynamic selection of appropriate processing order is useful for shortening the production tact time, and we also introduce the decision method of the processing order by using production process information and real-time production system information. It is assumed here that the best one is selected as a dispatching rule from all candidates those can be done as next process. That is, the process that minimizes the following ij P is selected.
Here ij a is a processing ability for job j on machining cell i. 
Consideration of set-up time
In this section, we focused on the combination and timing of processing sequences referring to the real status of that is applied to the dynamic scheduling. For example, if the machining cell processes the same processing continuously, there are no need to change the neither machining tools nor jigs, so the tool exchange time is not needed. The on-line set-up that stops machine is classified into two types. One is the on-line set-up time without part (WOP set-up time) that can be done only with information of next processing part/product such as setting tool, setting jig, etc. The other is the on-line set-up that needs together with part (WP set-up) under the condition of finishing transportation process in order to deliver the part/product such as setting part/product, the positioning, etc. We further classified WOP set-up into three; the process depend on shapes of the part/product, the process depend on processing type of the part/product, and the process that cannot be skipped. WP setup is also further classified according to at what condition the operation can be omitted. Table 1 shows such classification of the set-up operation. Can not skipped operation Position Setting
Then, we proposed timing rule and set-up time rule in selection and allocation, and adopted these classified set-up time to estimate the total processing time including the set-up time on each machine. If the shape type or the processing type of the continuous two processes on one machine is the same, WOP set-up time that depends on such type is skipped. WP type set-up can execute under satisfying following two conditions.
Processing part/product has already delivered to the machine. -WOP type set-up has been already finished.
Therefore, WP type set-up start time becomes later than transportation finishing time and WOP set-up finishing time. Figure 1 is an example of allocation process of the next process. On this case, machine 3, which is the fastest process finishing time of the next process, is selected to allocate as the next process. 
Concept of parts & packets unification system
Recognizing the real-time status of both machining cells and parts/products are required for realizing the proposed approach. RFID technology is recently widely utilized and available from a practical viewpoint of cost, tip size and memory size Thus, we introduced parts &packets unification system architecture [7, 8] here. The concept of a dynamic production scheduling system using parts and packets unified architecture is shown in Fig. 2 . The read/write type IC tag is attached in the parts, and ID number and the present status are written in it. The IC tag attached on a unit transmits the real-time information of ID number, current position, and status through the network system whenever it passes through the gate provided in the factory. The production planning system, by comparing with real-time information on each part with the master schedule, can detect the gap between the master schedule and the actual state. According to the gap, re-scheduling is performed. Using this kind of architecture, the system can grasp real-time status of all facilities and parts/products. 
Dynamic production scheduling system and application
In this section, we explain a pilot system of production process in a factory, and show some results of case studies. The components of the system are shown in Fig.  3 . This virtual factory example has following preconditions. Facilities of this factory are five machining cells, two AGVs, and storage. The initial value of machining ability on each machining cell is set up previously. Each part/product carried out from storage and made several jobs to be the complete product. It is assumed that the conveyance capability of two AGV is equal, and it moves in the orbit with one way. The scheduling system decides the allocation of the part to the cell according to the following procedures.
(1) A previous notice of the processing end time is notified from the processing cell to the scheduler at defined time before the finish processing. (2) When the scheduler receives the notice, it sends part/product, which is almost finished on current job, a requirement of sending its next job information. Some virtual simulation was performed using the system. First, we compare proposed set-up time with constant set-up time. The Gantt chart of the simulation is shown in Fig. 4 . As these results, the system introducing the proposed set-up time rules worked effectively to shorten the total production time. We also compare proposed dispatching rule with normal SPT dispatching rule. Figure 5 shows the Gantt chart of each simulation. These results suggest proposed dispatching rule is useful under each lot's processing status is recognized. Furthermore, we found the proposed dispatching rule becoming the most effective under the environment where the general-purpose machine tool exists together to a special purpose machine tool.
Conclusion
A real-time production scheduling architecture considering preparative operations is proposed. Decision method of production process order by using process order information and real-time production system information is introduced. Moreover, set-up time is analyzed in detail considering with the processing order for each machining cell, and proposed sequence timing and set-up time rules. Using the proposed rules, a pilot system is developed and applied to the case study. Although proposed production management architecture can realize local optimization of production schedule, not total optimization, the system worked effectively to shorten the total production time. The results also shows the proposed system has the feasibility of the flexible correspondence against the disturbances. 
